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In the first session, we introduced jet clustering algorithms, 
mass and grooming algorithms.  

We found the jet mass can be used to discriminate heavy object 
hadronic decays from QCD jets.  

Grooming can improve further the discrimination in jet mass.

In this session we explore additional variables we can use to 
further discriminate between signal and background. 

Then we will apply them to 2-prong decays (W bosons) and 3-
prong decays (boosted top jets).
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An example of different jet substructure observables...Some taggers and jet-substructure observables

Jet Declustering

Jet Shapes

Matrix−Element

Seymour93

YSplitter

Mass−Drop+Filter

JHTopTagger TW

CMSTopTagger

N−subjettiness (TvT)

CoM N−subjettiness (Kim)

N−jettiness

HEPTopTagger
(+ dipolarity)

Trimming

Pruning

Planar Flow

Twist

ATLASTopTagger

Templates

Shower Deconstruction

Qjets

Multi−variate tagger

ACF

apologies for omitted taggers, arguable links, etc.

Gavin Salam (CERN/Princeton/CNRS) Boost Theory Summary Boost 2012-07-27 6 / 33
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• Not a comprehensive list but examine a few 
interesting examples
• Subjets
• N-subjettiness
• Qjets
• Jet charge
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• One of the first techniques examined is looking for 
additional smaller jet structure within the jet -- 
subjets

• Define subjets by:
• Declustering steps which pass some requirements, 

e.g., pruning, CMS top tagger

• Recluster the jet with smaller R parameter, e.g. 
filtering, trimming

• Then make some requirement on the subjet kinematics

• mass drop, μ = m1/m where m1 = highest subjet mass 
and m is the original jet mass

• pT fraction, pT1/pT

• ΔR separation between the subjets



Decluster to find subjets
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Final jet

Jet Clustering

Final jet 2 subjets 3 subjets

Jet Declustering
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Recluster with smaller 
distance parameter

What’s the proper R scale to do the reclustering?
More later...
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fastjet::Pruner pruner(fastjet::cambridge_algorithm, zcut, rcut);
fastjet::PseudoJet prunedJet = pruner( jet0_basic_ );

std::vector<fastjet::PseudoJet> subjets = jet0_basic_.associated_cluster_sequence()-
>exclusive_subjets(jet0_basic_,nToKeep);    

ak5PFJetsPruned = ak5PFJets.clone(
    SubJetParameters,
    usePruning = cms.bool(True),
    useExplicitGhosts = cms.bool(True),
    writeCompound = cms.bool(True),
    jetCollInstanceName=cms.string("SubJets")
    )

Fastjet implementation:

In CMSSW, python configuration for making a subjet collection.
Available also for trimmed or filtered subjets...
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b Rbb Rfilt

Rbbg

b
R

mass drop filter

Application in the VH(bb) boosted analysis
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.2470v2

Typical ΔR distance 
between subjets
ΔR ~ (2m)/pT

2

b Rbb Rfilt

Rbbg

b
R

mass drop filter

FIG. 1: The three stages of our jet analysis: starting from a hard massive jet on angular scale R, one identifies the Higgs
neighbourhood within it by undoing the clustering (e!ectively shrinking the jet radius) until the jet splits into two subjets
each with a significantly lower mass; within this region one then further reduces the radius to Rfilt and takes the three hardest
subjets, so as to filter away UE contamination while retaining hard perturbative radiation from the Higgs decay products.

objects (particles) i and j, recombines the closest pair,
updates the set of distances and repeats the procedure
until all objects are separated by a !Rij > R, where R
is a parameter of the algorithm. It provides a hierarchical
structure for the clustering, like the K!algorithm [9, 10],
but in angles rather than in relative transverse momenta
(both are implemented in FastJet 2.3[11]).

Given a hard jet j, obtained with some radius R, we
then use the following new iterative decomposition proce-
dure to search for a generic boosted heavy-particle decay.
It involves two dimensionless parameters, µ and ycut:

1. Break the jet j into two subjets by undoing its last
stage of clustering. Label the two subjets j1, j2 such
that mj1 > mj2 .

2. If there was a significant mass drop (MD), mj1 <
µmj, and the splitting is not too asymmetric, y =
min(p2

tj1
,p2

tj2
)

m2

j

!R2
j1,j2

> ycut, then deem j to be the

heavy-particle neighbourhood and exit the loop.
Note that y ! min(ptj1 , ptj2)/ max(ptj1 , ptj2).

1

3. Otherwise redefine j to be equal to j1 and go back
to step 1.

The final jet j is to be considered as the candidate Higgs
boson if both j1 and j2 have b tags. One can then identify
Rbb̄ with !Rj1j2 . The e"ective size of jet j will thus be
just su#cient to contain the QCD radiation from the
Higgs decay, which, because of angular ordering [12, 13,
14], will almost entirely be emitted in the two angular
cones of size Rbb̄ around the b quarks.

The two parameters µ and ycut may be chosen inde-
pendently of the Higgs mass and pT . Taking µ ! 1/

"
3

ensures that if, in its rest frame, the Higgs decays to a
Mercedes bb̄g configuration, then it will still trigger the
mass drop condition (we actually take µ = 0.67). The cut
on y ! min(zj1 , zj2)/ max(zj1 , zj2) eliminates the asym-
metric configurations that most commonly generate sig-
nificant jet masses in non-b or single-b jets, due to the

1 Note also that this ycut is related to, but not the same as, that
used to calculate the splitting scale in [5, 6], which takes the jet
pT as the reference scale rather than the jet mass.

Jet definition !S/fb !B/fb S/
!

B · fb

C/A, R = 1.2, MD-F 0.57 0.51 0.80

K!, R = 1.0, ycut 0.19 0.74 0.22

SISCone, R = 0.8 0.49 1.33 0.42

TABLE I: Cross section for signal and the Z+jets background
in the leptonic Z channel for 200 < pTZ/GeV < 600 and
110 < mJ/GeV < 125, with perfect b-tagging; shown for
our jet definition, and other standard ones at near optimal R
values.

soft gluon divergence. It can be shown that the maxi-
mum S/

"
B for a Higgs boson compared to mistagged

light jets is to be obtained with ycut ! 0.15. Since we
have mixed tagged and mistagged backgrounds, we use a
slightly smaller value, ycut = 0.09.

In practice the above procedure is not yet optimal
for LHC at the transverse momenta of interest, pT #
200 $ 300 GeV because, from eq. (1), Rbb̄ ! 2mh/pT is
still quite large and the resulting Higgs mass peak is sub-
ject to significant degradation from the underlying event
(UE), which scales as R4

bb̄
[15]. A second novel element

of our analysis is to filter the Higgs neighbourhood. This
involves resolving it on a finer angular scale, Rfilt < Rbb̄,
and taking the three hardest objects (subjets) that ap-
pear — thus one captures the dominant O (!s) radiation
from the Higgs decay, while eliminating much of the UE
contamination. We find Rfilt = min(0.3, Rbb̄/2) to be
rather e"ective. We also require the two hardest of the
subjets to have the b tags.

The overall procedure is sketched in Fig. 1. We il-
lustrate its e"ectiveness by showing in table I (a) the
cross section for identified Higgs decays in HZ produc-
tion, with mh = 115 GeV and a reconstructed mass re-
quired to be in an moderately narrow (but experimen-
tally realistic) mass window, and (b) the cross section
for background Zbb̄ events in the same mass window.
Our results (C/A MD-F) are compared to those for the
K!algorithm with the same ycut and the SISCone [16]
algorithm based just on the jet mass. The K!algorithm
does well on background rejection, but su"ers in mass
resolution, leading to a low signal; SISCone takes in less
UE so gives good resolution on the signal, however, be-
cause it ignores the underlying substructure, fares poorly
on background rejection. C/A MD-F performs well both

Define reclustering 
parameter to be:

Rfilt = min (ΔRj1,j2, 0.3)

http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.2470v2
http://arxiv.org/abs/0802.2470v2
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calculations and resummation techniques (see, e.g. recent work in Ref. [29, 30]) compared

to algorithmic methods for studying substructure. Finally, N -subjettiness gives favorable

e!ciency/rejection curves compared to other jet substructure methods. While a detailed

comparison to other methods is beyond the scope of this work, we are encouraged by these

preliminary results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we define N -subjettiness

and discuss some of its properties. We present tagging e!ciency studies in Sec. 3, where we

use N -subjettiness to identify individual hadronic W bosons and top quarks, and compare

our method against the YSplitter technique [2, 3, 4] and the Johns Hopkins Top Tagger [6].

We then apply N -subjettiness in Sec. 4 to reconstruct hypothetical heavy resonances de-

caying to pairs of boosted objects. Our conclusions follow in Sec. 5, and further information

appears in the appendices.

2. Boosted Objects and N-subjettiness

Boosted hadronic objects have a fundamentally di"erent energy pattern than QCD jets

of comparable invariant mass. For concreteness, we will consider the case of a boosted

W boson as shown in Fig. 1, though a similar discussion holds for boosted top quarks or

new physics objects. Since the W decays to two quarks, a single jet containing a boosted

W boson should be composed of two distinct—but not necessarily easily resolved—hard

subjets with a combined invariant mass of around 80 GeV. A boosted QCD jet with an

invariant mass of 80 GeV usually originates from a single hard parton and acquires mass

through large angle soft splittings. We want to exploit this di"erence in expected energy

flow to di"erentiate between these two types of jets by “counting” the number of hard lobes

of energy within a jet.

2.1 Introducing N-subjettiness

We start by defining an inclusive jet shape called “N -subjettiness” and denoted by !N .

First, one reconstructs a candidate W jet using some jet algorithm. Then, one identifies

N candidate subjets using a procedure to be specified in Sec. 2.2. With these candidate

subjets in hand, !N is calculated via

!N =
1

d0

!

k

pT,k min {#R1,k,#R2,k, · · · ,#RN,k} . (2.1)

Here, k runs over the constituent particles in a given jet, pT,k are their transverse momenta,

and #RJ,k =
"

(#")2 + (##)2 is the distance in the rapidity-azimuth plane between a

candidate subjet J and a constituent particle k. The normalization factor d0 is taken as

d0 =
!

k

pT,kR0, (2.2)

where R0 is the characteristic jet radius used in the original jet clustering algorithm.

It is straightforward to see that !N quantifies how N -subjetty a particular jet is, or

in other words, to what degree it can be regarded as a jet composed of N subjets. Jets
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Figure 4: Left: Decay sequences in (a) tt and (c) dijet QCD events. Right: Event displays for
(b) top jets and (d) QCD jets with invariant mass near mtop. The labeling is similar to Fig. 1,
though here we take R = 0.8, and the cells are colored according to how the jet is divided into
three candidate subjets. The open square indicates the total jet direction, the open circles indicate
the two subjet directions, and the crosses indicate the three subjet directions. The discriminating
variable !3/!2 measures the relative alignment of the jet energy along the crosses compared to the
open circles.

a b jet and a W boson, and if the W boson decays hadronically into two quarks, the top jet

will have three lobes of energy. Thus, instead of !2/!1, one expects !3/!2 to be an e!ective

discriminating variable for top jets. This is indeed the case, as sketched in Figs. 4, 5, 6,

and 7.

– 7 –

☐ = τ1

◯ = τ2

 × = τ3

generalizing subjets...
N-subjettiness: a measure 
of how consistent a jet is 
with having N subjets, τN

k, sum over particles in the jet
N subjet axes for computing τN

calculations and resummation techniques (see, e.g. recent work in Ref. [29, 30]) compared

to algorithmic methods for studying substructure. Finally, N -subjettiness gives favorable

e!ciency/rejection curves compared to other jet substructure methods. While a detailed

comparison to other methods is beyond the scope of this work, we are encouraged by these

preliminary results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we define N -subjettiness

and discuss some of its properties. We present tagging e!ciency studies in Sec. 3, where we

use N -subjettiness to identify individual hadronic W bosons and top quarks, and compare

our method against the YSplitter technique [2, 3, 4] and the Johns Hopkins Top Tagger [6].

We then apply N -subjettiness in Sec. 4 to reconstruct hypothetical heavy resonances de-

caying to pairs of boosted objects. Our conclusions follow in Sec. 5, and further information

appears in the appendices.

2. Boosted Objects and N-subjettiness

Boosted hadronic objects have a fundamentally di"erent energy pattern than QCD jets

of comparable invariant mass. For concreteness, we will consider the case of a boosted

W boson as shown in Fig. 1, though a similar discussion holds for boosted top quarks or

new physics objects. Since the W decays to two quarks, a single jet containing a boosted

W boson should be composed of two distinct—but not necessarily easily resolved—hard

subjets with a combined invariant mass of around 80 GeV. A boosted QCD jet with an

invariant mass of 80 GeV usually originates from a single hard parton and acquires mass

through large angle soft splittings. We want to exploit this di"erence in expected energy

flow to di"erentiate between these two types of jets by “counting” the number of hard lobes

of energy within a jet.

2.1 Introducing N-subjettiness

We start by defining an inclusive jet shape called “N -subjettiness” and denoted by !N .

First, one reconstructs a candidate W jet using some jet algorithm. Then, one identifies

N candidate subjets using a procedure to be specified in Sec. 2.2. With these candidate

subjets in hand, !N is calculated via

!N =
1

d0

!

k

pT,k min {#R1,k,#R2,k, · · · ,#RN,k} . (2.1)

Here, k runs over the constituent particles in a given jet, pT,k are their transverse momenta,

and #RJ,k =
"

(#")2 + (##)2 is the distance in the rapidity-azimuth plane between a

candidate subjet J and a constituent particle k. The normalization factor d0 is taken as

d0 =
!

k

pT,kR0, (2.2)

where R0 is the characteristic jet radius used in the original jet clustering algorithm.

It is straightforward to see that !N quantifies how N -subjetty a particular jet is, or

in other words, to what degree it can be regarded as a jet composed of N subjets. Jets
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Ratios of τN are traditionally 
used for discriminating signal 

from background
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The energy distribution 
for a particular tree is 
unambiguous
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D. Krohn
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• One variable of interest - the RMS of 
this distribution, the “volatility”.  
Heavy objects are more stable the 
QCD jets.

• This is not the last word on these 
types of variables, just learning how 
to use multiple jet (and even event) 
interpretations

A non-deterministic approach to 
jets: conventionally a jet is based on 
one deterministic clustering 
sequence (tree); instead treat each jet 
as a distribution of possible trees

2

ing us to use a very small fraction of the trees. This is
possible beause infrared and collinear safe jet observables
must be insensitive to small reshu✏ings of the momenta,
implying that large classes of trees give very similar in-
formation.

The algorithm we propose assembles a tree via a series
of 2 ! 1 mergings:

1. At every stage of clustering, a set of weights !ij for
all pairs hiji of the four-vectors is computed, and a
probability ⌦ij = !ij/N , where N =

P
hiji !ij , is

assigned to each pair.

2. A random number is generated and used to choose
a pair hiji with probability ⌦ij . The chosen pair
is merged, and the procedure is repeated until all
particles all clustered.

This algorithm directly produces trees distributed ac-
cording to their weight

Q
mergings

⌦ij . To produce a dis-
tribution of trees for each jet, this algorithm is simply
repeated N

tree

times (not necessarily yielding N
tree

dis-

tinct trees). Note that any algorithm which modifies a
tree during its construction (e.g., jet pruning) can be
adapted to work with this procedure, as demonstrated
below.

One particularly interesting class of weights is given by

!(↵)

ij ⌘ exp

⇢
�↵

(dij � dmin)

dmin

�
. (1)

with ↵ a real number we call rigidity. Here, dij is the jet
distance measure for the hiji pair, e.g.,

dij =

(
d
kT ⌘ min{p2

Ti, p
2

Tj}�R2

ij

d
C/A

⌘ �R2

ij

, (2)

where �R2

ij = �y2

ij + ��2

ij , and dmin is the minimum
over all pairs at this stage in the clustering. Note that
with this metric, our algorithm reduces to a traditional
clustering algorithm when ↵ ! 1, i.e., in that limit
the minimal dij is always chosen. In this sense, it is
helpful to think of the traditional, single tree algorithm
as the “classical” approach, with ↵ ⇠ 1/~ controlling the
deviation from the “classical” clustering behavior. With
this analogy, we call the trees constructed in this non-
deterministic fashion Q-jets (“quantum” jets).

In order to get the most information out of the Q-jets,
it is logical to consider observables which are sensitive
to the ordering of the clusterings in the tree. One such
observable is the pruned jet mass, which we will use as
our illustrative example. As described in Ref. [8] prun-
ing is one of the jet grooming tools [9]. It is used to
sharpen signal and reduce background when considering
boosted heavy objects. The basic idea is to move along
the tree and try to discard radiation which is soft and not
collinear, and therefore likely to represent contamination

FIG. 1. Distribution of pruned jet mass for a single QCD-
jet with pT ⇠ 500 GeV. The black and red solid lines show
the classical pruned masses when C/A and kT algorithms are
used to cluster the jet. The black and dashed (red and dot-
dashed) line shows the pruned jet mass distribution of 1000
trees (constructed from the same jet in the same event), when
the C/A (kT) measure is used in Eq. (1). These distributions
result from clusterings with rigidity ↵ = 1.0 (top) and ↵ =
0.01 (bottom).

from a part of the event in which we are not particularly
interested (like the underlying event). In detail, if a step
in the clustering would merge particles i and j which
satisfy

zij ⌘ min
�
pTi , pTj

�

| ~pTi + ~pTj |
< z

cut

and

�Rij > D
cut

,

(3)

then the merging is vetoed and the softer of the two four-
momenta is discarded. In the specific analysis described
here we take z

cut

= 0.1 and D
cut

= m
jet

/p
jet

, which are
typical cuts for the C/A algorithm.
We apply this pruned Q-jets procedure to samples of

simulated boosted W (signal) and QCD (background)
jets generated with Pythia v6.422 [10] with pT -ordered
showers using the Perugia 2011 tunes [11] and assuming
a 7 TeV LHC. In lieu of detector simulation we group
the visible output of Pythia into massless �⌘ ⇥ �� =
0.1⇥0.1 “calorimeter cells” (with |⌘| < 5), preserving the
energy and the direction to the cell. The cells with energy
bigger than 0.5 GeV become the inputs to the initial jet-

“Randomize” the recombination algorithm 
by a given weight, apply pruning criteria:

* As α →∞, traditional algorithm
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Jet Charge at the LHC

David Krohn! and Matthew D. Schwartz†

Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge MA, 02138
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Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics, Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637

Wouter J. Waalewijn§

Department of Physics, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla CA, 92093
(Dated: September 13, 2012)

Knowing the charge of the parton initiating a light-quark jet could be extremely useful both for
testing aspects of the Standard Model and for characterizing potential beyond-the-Standard-Model
signals. We show that despite the complications of hadronization and out-of-jet radiation such as
pile-up, a weighted sum of the charges of a jet’s constituents can be used at the LHC to distinguish
among jets with di!erent charges. Potential applications include measuring electroweak quantum
numbers of hadronically decaying resonances or supersymmetric particles, as well as Standard Model
tests, such as jet charge in dijet events or in hadronically-decaying W bosons in tt̄ events. We
develop a systematically improvable method to calculate moments of these charge distributions by
combining multi-hadron fragmentation functions with perturbative jet functions and pertubative
evolution equations. We show that the dependence on energy and jet size for the average and width
of the jet charge can be calculated despite the large experimental uncertainty on fragmentation
functions. These calculations can provide a validation tool for data independent of Monte-Carlo
fragmentation models.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN provides
an opportunity to explore properties of the Standard
Model in unprecedented detail and to search for physics
beyond the Standard Model in previously unfathomable
ways. The exquisite detectors at atlas and cms let us
go beyond treating jets simply as 4-momenta to treating
them as objects with substructure and quantum num-
bers. A traditional example is whether a jet was likely
to have originated from a b-parton. At the LHC, one
can additionally explore whether a jet has subjet con-
stituents, as from a boosted heavy object decay [1, 2],
or whether it originated from a quark or gluon [3]. See
Ref. [4] for a recent review of jet substructure. Here we
consider the feasibility of measuring the electric charge
of a jet.

The idea of correlating a jet-based observable to the
charge of the underlying hard parton has a long his-
tory. In an e!ort to determine the extent to which jets
from hadron collisions were similar to jets from leptonic
collisions, Field and Feynman [5] argued that aggregate
jet properties such as jet charge could be measured and
compared. The subsequent measurement at Fermilab [6]
and CERN [7] in charged-current deep-inelastic scatter-
ing experiments showed clear up- and down-quark jet
discrimination, confirming aspects of the parton model.
Another important historical application was the light-
quark forward-backward asymmetry in e+e" collisions, a
precision electroweak observable [8]. Despite its histori-
cal importance, there seem to have been no attempts yet
at measuring the charge of light-quark jets at the LHC.

Most experimental studies of jet charge measured vari-
ants of a momentum-weighted jet charge. We define the

pT -weighted jet charge for a jet of flavor i as

Qi
! =

1

(pjetT )!

!

j#jet

Qj(p
j
T )

! (1)

where the sum is over all particles in the jet, Qj is the

integer charge of the color-neutral object observed, pjT
is the magnitude of its transverse momentum and ! is a
free parameter. A common variant uses energy instead
of pT . Values of ! between 0.2 and 1 have been used in
experimental studies [6, 8].
In hadron-hadron collisions at high energy, such as at

the LHC, the particle multiplicities in the final state are
significantly larger than at low energy and at e+e" or

FIG. 1. Distributions of Qi
! for various parton flavors with

pjet
T

= 500 GeV and ! = 0.5, 1.

An old idea but potentially very useful, especially with particle flow

It can be used as an analysis improvement (e.g. u/d-type vs g) or 
possible to characterize a new resonance (e.g. W’ vs Z’)

κ is a pT-weighting factor, 
recommendation κ = 0.3

http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.2421

Has been shown to work 
phenomenologically, how about with 

full detector simulation and PU?

http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.2421
http://arxiv.org/abs/1209.2421


Fastjet plugins
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fastjet::Nsubjettiness nSubNKT(N, Njettiness::onepass_kt_axes, kappa, mJetRadius, mJetRadius);
float tauN = nSubNKT(jet0_full_);

In some cases for advanced algorithms, authors 
provide a plugin class for Fastjet, examples below

http://www.jthaler.net/doku.php?id=jets  
Look into the CMSSW compatible version, examples: 
JetSubstructure/SubstructureTools/interface/Njettiness.hh
JetSubstructure/SubstructureTools/interface/NjettinessPlugin.hh
JetSubstructure/SubstructureTools/interface/Nsubjettiness.hh

N-subjettiness

Qjetshttp://jets.physics.harvard.edu/Qjets/html/Welcome.html 
Look into the CMSSW compatible version, examples: 
JetSubstructure/SubstructureTools/src/Qjets.*
JetSubstructure/SubstructureTools/src/QjetsPlugin.*

QjetsPlugin qjet_plugin(zcut, dcut_fctr, exp_min, exp_max, rigidity);
qjet_plugin.SetRandSeed(seed+ii); // new feature in Qjets to set the random seed
fastjet::JetDefinition qjet_def(&qjet_plugin);
fastjet::ClusterSequence qjet_seq(constits, qjet_def);
vector<fastjet::PseudoJet> inclusive_jets2 = sorted_by_pt(qjet_seq.inclusive_jets(50.0));

http://www.jthaler.net/doku.php?id=jets
http://www.jthaler.net/doku.php?id=jets
http://jets.physics.harvard.edu/Qjets/html/Welcome.html
http://jets.physics.harvard.edu/Qjets/html/Welcome.html


Identifying merged W candidates
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W-tagging
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• Not so many dedicated algorithms for identifying merged 
W’s, but rather consider possible observables to improve 
background/signal separation

• mass drop + filtering gives us a first idea

• “W-tagging” on CMS has evolved over the past few years, 
but a basic strategy: cut on the (groomed) jet mass, then 
consider other observables in the mass window that 
provide additional discrimination

• We will take a look at few variables:

• mass drop, N-subjettiness, Qjets volatility

• This is not the end of the story, many observables -- or 
combinations of observables -- to try



exercise II.a.i 

• plot the subjet variables, mass drop, τN’s, and Qjet 
volatility for signal (G→WW) and background

• plot jet charge for W+ and W- for signal

17

Advanced observables for W-tagging

Comment out the dedicated section for Exercise 2 in the 
plot_Compare2Files.py plotting script

python -i plot_Compare2Files.py --inputFile1=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_RStoWW.root --
inputFile2=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_QCDMC.root



questions: exercise II.a.i
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• Where do you expect the mass drop, μ, and N-
subjettiness ratio, τ2/τ1, to peak for the background?

• Do you expect the Qjet volatility of signal or 
background to be larger?  



exercise II.a.ii 

• plot the substructure variables after a pruned jet 
mass cut of 60-100 GeV

• make curves comparing efficiency vs. mis-tag rate

19

Tagging a merged W boson

Substructure variables with a pruned mass cut of 65-105 GeV 
were generated in the previous exercise.  

A script is provided for plotting efficiency vs. mis-tag rate curves 
for different variables.

root
[] .L plot_ROC_wtag.cpp
[] run()



questions: exercise II.a.ii
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• Why do you observe that the discrimination between 
QCD jets and W jets is worse after a mass cut?

• Which observables are the most powerful in 
identifying merged W bosons?



Identifying merged top candidates
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top-tagging

• A number of methods are available for tagging 
boosted top jets

• CMS top-tagger is the most widely used algorithm on 
CMS -- more details on next slide

• Many other taggers on the market
• N-subjettiness tagger

• HEP top tagger

• Template top tagger

• JHU top tagger (of which CMS top-tagger is a variant)

• We explore the CMS top-tagger, but also look at the 
performance of N-subjettiness top-tagging

22



CMS Top Tagging Algorithm
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• Based on JHU Top Tagger (Kaplan et al.)

• Cluster a jet using a sequential recombination algorithm 
(default: CA R=0.8)

• Decluster in two stages in order to find up to 4 subjets

• Subjets must satisfy two requirements

• Momentum fraction criterion:  pTsubjet > 0.05×pTjet 

• Adjacency criterion:  ΔR(C1, C2) > 0.4 - 0.0004×pT(C) 

• Iterative process - throw out subjets that fail momentum 
fraction cut and try to decluster again

• Some jet grooming is built in

A

B

A`
À`

B`
B̀`Jet



CMS Top Tagger

• Jet mass (mjet)

• Number of subjets (Nsub)

• Minimum pairwise mass (mmin) of subjets

• Defined using the leading 3 subjets

24

Generated top decay products: 
pairwise mass

Tagging variables

process.caTopTagPFlow = cms.EDProducer( "CATopJetProducer",
    PFJetParameters.clone( src = cms.InputTag('pfNoElectron'+postfix),jetPtMin = cms.double(100.0) ),
    AnomalousCellParameters,
    CATopJetParameters,
    jetAlgorithm = cms.string("CambridgeAachen"),
    rParam = cms.double(0.8),
    writeCompound = cms.bool(True)
    )

CMSSW python configuration



exercise II.b.i 

• plot the top-tagging variables, τN’s, and Qjet 
volatility for signal (Z’→ttbar) and background
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Advanced observables for top-tagging

Comment out the dedicated section for Exercise 2 in the 
plot_Compare2Files.py plotting script

python -i plot_Compare2Files.py --inputFile1=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_ZprimeMC.root 
--inputFile2=jetSubstructurePlotsExample_QCDMC.root



questions: exercise II.b.i
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• Where do you expect the number of subjets to peak 
for the background?



exercise II.b.ii 

• plot the subjet variables after a jet mass cut of 
140-250 GeV

• make curves comparing efficiency vs. mis-tag rate

27

Tagging a merged top

Substructure variables with a jet mass cut of were generated in 
the previous exercise.  

A script is provided for plotting efficiency vs. mis-tag rate curves 
for different variables.

root
[] .L plot_ROC_toptag.cpp
[] run()



questions: exercise II.b.ii
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• How does the N-subjettiness ratio τ3/τ2 change after 
the mass cut? Why?



More food for thought...

• What would happen to these observables as you 
increased the pT of the jet?

• What if you computed the N-subjettiness with the 
pruned jet constituents?

• What happened if you groomed the CA8 jet first 
before doing top-tagging?

• How much of an additional improvement could you 
gain by b-tagging a merged top?
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